Task 1: Planning and Assembling Programs
YEDPA, with a 1-year authorization, congressionally mandated features, and significant increases in level of program funding, inordinate pressure on the planning and Implementation of program the local level. The process of designing and communicating the regulations and budgets from Washington to the local level was sl uncertain; the Information needed for planning was often late get to prime Sponsors and shortened the time available for planning a assembling programs.
Uncertainties in regulations and budgets were common. Some Y innovations depended on the waiver of established CETA regulation The placement of youths in work positions in private for-profit f for instance, was prohibited by CETA regulation, but encouraged u YEDPA. To waive this regulation, however, each prime Sponsor had apply for permission to the national Office. The approval proces complicated local planning and discouraged some prime Sponsors fr use of this Option.
Even after the first year, budget delays and uncertainties threatened program operations with the end of almost every federa fiscal year. For example, the Employment and Training Administra announcement at the end of fiscal 1979 that no funds could be exp in the new fiscal year pending congressional authorizations creat havoc with local prime Sponsors, who were forced to negotiate int contracts, budget extensions, and make-shift arrangements with th local program operators to prevent program termination.
YEDPA broadened the base of local organizations involved in p and operating youth programs with its requirements to involve com based organizations, the schools, unions, and private employers. gain cooperation and thereby ease implementation and Operation, p operators tried to involve all of the major parties in the planni stage. It was assumed that such involvement in planning would ex and ease the flow of resources throughout the local service syste Planning by consensus, however, complicates the decision-making p and can undermine efforts to change the direction or nature of th service delivery System; yet such change may be desired when the existing System does not address important aspects of the problem the Career Intern Program, for instance, a program fraught with s implementation Problems, there were seven parties to each program decision: the Department of Labor, the National Institute of Edu the national and local Offices of the Opportunities Industrializa Center (OIC), the school system, the prime Sponsor, and the progr evaluator.
The involvement of the school Systems in planning and operati youth programs was considered an important link in local youth ne The YEDPA legislation mandated that 22 percent of YETP funds, the largest formula-funded program, be spent in negotiated agreements

